BREWER CLEANING TABLETS
Performance Focus

Where to use!
o

BEAN TO CUP MACHINES

o

HOT DRINKS VENDING MACHINES

When to use!

Industry-leading research and development, combined with
extensive testing ensures that our BREWER CLEANING TABLETS can
be effectively used across a whole spectrum of machines. This
product is designed to be used manually or through a machine’s
automatic cleaning system to remove tannin stains, prevent
component blockage and to ensure a hygienically clean machine.
Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product
providing the following significant benefits:

o ONE SIZE FITS ALL BREWERS* — Slimline tablet design ensures
that our product fits through all the major machine
manufacturers tablet chutes, eliminating the need for a
different tablet for each brand and type of machine. This
reduces your costs and simplifies cleaning for end users.
*customer to test on all machines prior to use

Use daily to prevent machine blockages
and maintain hygiene.

How to use!
AUTOMATIC CLEANING:
Drop tablet into tablet chute and follow
machine manufacturers instructions.
MANUAL CLEANING:
Open up machine and insert tablet into
brewer unit and run cleaning cycle.

Client Testimonial

o DISINFECTANT CAPABILITY — Product contains a disinfecting
agent to ensure your machine remains hygienically clean.

o FULLY DISSOVLES — Unlike some cheaper and branded tablets
our product fully dissolves into water eliminating the risk of
blockages due to partially dissolved tablets.

o QUICK ACTING— One of the fastest dissolving tablets on the
market ensuring that no matter how short your clean cycle our
product fully dissolves into water eliminating the risk from
partially dissolved tablets.

o NON DAMAGING — Product will not damage or degrade machine
components.

Available Products
DISPENSING OPTION

PACK SIZE

CODE

Tub of 66 tablets
Tub of 100 tablets
Tub of 100 tablets

6 tubs
6 tubs
1 tub in a
jiffy bag

BIO66
BIO023
KIT2

MACHINE DISTRIBUTOR
‘I used to use a different tablet for each
machine brand that I supplied, which was
expensive and complicated for my
operators and end users. Now with
Bioguard’s brewer tablet I just have one
tablet for all my machines which is
simpler and more costs effective.’
VENDING OPERATOR
‘The automated cleaning cycle times are
different for the various machines we
use. If the incorrect tablet was used on
the machines they would not fully
dissolve and block the brewer unit. With
the Bioguard tablet I don’t need to
worry.’

